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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Energy is very essential to our modern daily life. Energy shortage pushes people to
find clean and sustainable energy source. Solar energy is on the top list of the global
public support. The solar energy generating systems convert photon energy to thermal
energy. For example, Solar Energy Generating Systems (SEGS) in California, it has a
reflector to reflect 94% light to absorber tube which could have 71 to 80 times more
intense than ordinary sunlight [1]. Sunlight on earth has wavelength region from 0 -2500
nm [2]. The solar energy radiance have around 52 or 55 percent of total radiance in
infrared region (above 700 nm), 43 or 42 percent visible region (400 to 700 nm), and 5 or
3 percent ultraviolet region (below 400 nm). Our principle is to design and fabricate solar
light perfect absorbers which have super wide-band absorption range covering most parts
of solar spectrum.

By converting photons into electrons, the solar cells have various applications in many
fields [3]. Solar light perfect absorbers have limit due to its narrow absorption spectrum
window with relatively high material and production cost. Different approaches have
been used to achieve high and broadband solar absorption in the solar light wavelength
region. High absorption solar absorbers can be consisted of multilayered thin film
structure [4-23]. And some approaches have been used by proper structures like cermet
1

[18], [24–26] and black silicon [20], [27–31]. Other approaches like plastic solar cell [32],
[33] were reported.

Lots of devices can achieve high absorption by using hyperbolic meta-materials [12],
[13]. Recent researches give many examples for wide-band absorber. Nano-Cr-film-based
solar selective absorber with high photo-thermal conversion efficiency was reported [4].
The results indicated that metal/dielectric film structures had good absorption with 95%
in 400 nm–1200 nm wavelength. Using impedance matched thin meta-materials can
make metals absorbing [7]. The metal layer was sandwiched by dielectric layers as a
symmetric elementary cell. By using several cells, the thin metal could get high
absorption. In infrared range, Long-wave infrared tunable thin film perfect absorber
utilizing highly doped silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) [10], which achieved nearly perfect
absorption with highly doped SOS in 11.6-15.1 micron. At microwave frequencies, the
meta-material absorbers consist of a delicate arrangement of donut-shape resonators with
different sizes and a metallic background plane, separated by a dielectric [34]. Cu (In,
Ga)Se2(CIGS) flexible photovoltaic devices have great advantage of plasmonic Au
nano-particles for the efficient enhancement. Devices mentioned above could be used as
thin film solar cell, which has high absorption from 500 - 1100 nm [35] . Application of
perfect absorbers called Black Silicon [27–31], is designed by using a surface
modification of silicon with very low reflectivity and correspondingly high absorption of
visible light. It has been reported that although a “thick” PS layer can lead to a 91%
2

reflectance reduction in the visible region, it only has 7% reflectance reduction in the
near-infrared range.

In this thesis, I am going to carry out three kinds near perfect light absorbers by
multilayer-thin film structure. By matching of the optical constant and the thicknesses of
layers, we designed three types of super wide-band perfect absorbers to achieve
maximum optical absorptance with low reflection and low transmission in solar spectral
wavelength region.

3

Chapter II
Transfer Matrix Theory

In order to talk about the transfer matrix theory, I need to give a brief introduction of
reflection and refraction [36]. The reflection and refraction of plane wave at plane
interface between two media with different refractive index are familiar phenomena. A
plane wave incident on the interface will, with general incident angle, be split into two
waves: one is reflection of plane wave, which propagating back into the first medium;
another is refraction of plane wave, which proceed into the second medium.

Let n1 and n2 be indices of refraction of medium 1 and 2, respectively. And θi, θr, θt,
represent for incident angle, reflection angle and transmission (refraction) angle,
respectively. Snell‟s law indicates that [37-39]:

n1sin(θi) = n2sin(θr) = n2sin(θt)
sin(θi)/ sin(θt)= n2/ n1

(1)
(2)

According to the Snell‟s law, we can have all the wave angles in certain media while
the light propagating in our multi-layered absorbers which is significant in our
calculations.
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Figure 2.1 Reflection and refraction of TE wave (s wave)

Secondly, reflection and transmission of TE wave and TM wave are different. For s
wave (TE wave), the electric field vector E is transverse to the plane of incidence. All
electric field vectors are perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and the magnetic field
vectors are chosen to give a positive energy flow in the wave vector direction, shown in
figure 2.1 [40],[41].

E1s + E‟1s = E2s + E2s‟

(3)

1
E1s  E1s ' cos 1   2 E1s  E1s ' cos  2
1
2

(4)
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Equation 3 and equation 4 can be rewritten as a matrix equation [42].
E 
E 
Ds (1) 1s   Ds (2) 2 s 
 E1s ' 
 E2 s ' 

(5)

where,
1

 
Ds (i )   1 cos 
i
 
 1

1




1

cos  i 
1


i=1,2.

(6)

The matrix Ds (i) is called dynamical matrix of the s wave for the medium i. Also ,we
can have reflection and transmission coefficients given for a single interface as
 E '
E 
rs   1s 
, t s   2 s 
 E1s  ( E2 s '0)
 E1s  ( E2 s '0)

(7)

The condition E2s‟ =0 means that the only transmitted wave E2s exists in the medium 2.
Form the definitions (equation 7) and the boundary conditions (equation 3 and equation
4), we obtain:

rs 

n1 cos 1  n 2 cos  2
n1 cos 1  n 2 cos  2

(8)

ts 

2n1 cos 1
n1 cos 1  n 2 cos  2

(9)

Where we assumed 1 =  2 , which is generally true for most materials at optical frequencies.
The indices of refraction index of media 1 and 2 are n1 and n2.
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Figure 2.2 Reflection and refraction of TM wave (p wave)

For TM wave, also known as p wave, the magnetic field vector H is perpendicular to
the plane wave of incidence. Referring to Fig.2.2, we consider the reflection and
refraction of p wave. And we can have:

( E1 p  E1 p ' ) cos 1  ( E2 p  E2 p ' ) cos  2
1
E  E1p 'cos 1 
1 1 p

2
E  E1 p 'cos  2
2 1 p

(10)
(11)

Again equation 10 and equation 11 can be rewritten as:

E 
E 
D1p  1s   D1 p  2 s 
 E1s ' 
 E2 s ' 

(12)

where,
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 cos  i

D p (i )    1
 1


cos  i 

1 

1 

(13)

The matrix of Dp（i）is called the dynamical matrix of p wave for medium i. And also,
we can have the transmission and reflection coefficient for the p wave.

rp 

n1 cos  2  n 2 cos 1
n1 cos  2  n 2 cos 1

(14)

tp 

2n1 cos  2
n1 cos  2  n 2 cos 1

(15)

Again, we assumed 1 =  2 , these four equations (8, 9, 14, 15) are known as Fresnel
formulas.
Reflectance and transmittance are related to the Fresnel coefficients by equation 16-19:

R s  rs

2

R p  rp

2

Ts 

Tp 

n 2 cos  2 t s

(16)

(17)

2

(18)

n1 cos 1
n 2 cos  2 t p

2

(19)

n1 cos 1

Now we can use transfer matrix theory to calculate absorptance. Calculation is using
8

the general equation:

Transmittance (T) + Reflectance (R) + Absorbance (A) = 1

(20)

If T =0 and R=0, then we achieve high efficiency absorption which nearly unit. We can
calculate T and R from the transfer matrix. For TE wave, we used equation 21 to have
dynamical matrix (D) for each layer:

1 
 1
D

n cos  n cos 

(21)

where  is incident angle, and n is the refractive index of this layer.
For TM wave, the dynamical matrix is different from the TE wave. We used equation 22
to calculate:
cos( ) cos( )
,
D
 n 
 n

(22)

After calculation dynamical matrix for each layer, we use equation 23 to have the
propagation matrix for each layer:

e i
Pi  
 0

0 
,
e -i 

(23)

with:
  2 n i d i /

(24)

where d is thickness of this layer.
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Using each layer‟s dynamical matrix and propagation matrix can calculate the matrix
of the whole structure. D0 and D1 are dynamical matrixes for air media and anti-reflection
layer. P1, P2 and P3 are propagation matrixes for anti-reflection layer, metal layer in cavity
and dielectric layer in cavity. D2, P2 are transfer matrix and propagation matrix for
dielectric layer in cavity. D3, D4, and Ds are dynamical matrix for metal layer in cavity.
And, P4 is propagation matrix for bottom metal layer. N is the number of cavity:

 M 11

 M 21





M 12 
1
-1
-1
-1
 D0 * D1 P1 D1 * D2 P2 D2 D3 P3 D3

M 22 

 * D P D * D ,
N

1

4 4

4

s

(25)

The transfer matrix of this structure can be calculated transmittance, reflectance,
absorptance by using equation 26, equation 27 and equation 20:

R  r2 

M 21

2

(26)

M 11

n cos( s ) 2 ns cos( s )
1
T s
t 
*
n0 cos( 0 )
n0 cos( 0 ) M 11

2

(27)

Using refractive index from Table 1.1 - 1.4 and transfer matrix theory, we can
calculate absorptance for multilayer thin film structures at normal incidence. And by
using Snell‟s law, we can obtain wave angles in any medium to verified angle
dependence in both TE wave and TM wave. Example of Transfer Matrix Theory‟s
equation was shown in figure 2.4.
10

Figure 2.3 Example of Thin layer

Figure 2.4 Transfer Matrix of thin layer
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Chapter III
Super wide- band solar light absorber based on aluminum reflection layer

1. Introduction
Super wide-band perfect solar light absorbers were designed and fabricated based on
un-patterned metal-dielectric thin film layer structures. The devices can efficiently absorb
solar light within a wide spectrum of the solar radiations. Calculations were carried out to
simulate the absorption in the structures by using the transfer matrix approach for
different metal-dielectric layer thicknesses. Fabricated devices were measured and the
measurement results show that the cascade metal-dielectric nano-cavity absorbers have
near perfect light absorption over a wide spectral range from 400 nm to 2500 nm. The
devices absorption do not change much viewing from large angles with respect to the
surface normal. Super wide-band absorbers are low cost and polarization independent
with un-patterned metal-dielectric layer structure.

2. Design and structure
2.1 Basic structure of Al bottom device
In this work, we propose a high efficiency super wide-band absorber by an
un-patterned using cascade cavity structure with the six layers structure. It is designed to
absorb the light at visible part (400 nm to 700 nm) and the infrared part (700 to 2500nm)
of the sunlight. Our structure: Top dielectric layer (SiO2)/ Unit Cell 1(Ti/SiO2)/ Unit Cell
12

2(Ti/SiO2) /Bottom metal layer (Al) on silicon or K9 class substrate, which have the two
unit cells of metal/dielectric to make the device absorb in wide-band wavelength. Top
dielectric layer is used as an anti-reflection layer to decrease the reflection and bottom
metal layer is designed as reflection layer to reduce the transmission.. Figure.1 illustrates
the structure of our devices. Super wide-band absorber can achieve absorption (>95%) in
the super wide-band wavelength (0.4 micron to 2.5 micron). Unlike the other applications
mentioned above which do not absorb most part of infrared light, this multi-layered
structure is designed for much longer range of wavelength to achieve better absorption in
sunlight spectrum.

Top dielectric layer

SiO2

Metal layer 1

Ti

Dielectric layer 1

SiO2

Metal layer 2

Ti

Dielectric layer 2

SiO2

Bottom metal layer

Al

Substrate

Silicon wafer

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of super wide-band absorber structure
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2.2 Optimization of metal layers thickness in cavities
We first simulated the absorption properties of six-layer structure film deposited on the
silicon substrate under the normal incident condition by MATLAB calculation based on
the transfer matrix theory. As an important part of our structure, the thickness of metal
layers in cavities can be designed to achieve maximum absorption. For metal layers in
cavities, by fixing the thickness of layers: anti-reflection layer (d1 = 120 nm), reflection
layer (Al) thickness (d4 = 40 nm), and dielectric layers (silicon dioxide) in cavities (d2 =
(a) 60 nm; (b) 100 nm; (c) 140 nm; (d) 180 nm), the absorptance spectra of our structure
are shown in Fig.2. All results are shown in the wavelength range of sunlight (400 nm2000 nm). Calculations indicated metal layer in cavities using 5 - 15 nm have superior
performance than other range of thickness in the 400 – 2500 nm wavelength range.
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Figure 3.2 2D plots of the calculated optical absorption versus wavelength and metal
layer (titanium) thickness with different dielectric layer (silicon dioxide) thickness (a) 80
nm (b) 100 nm (c) 120 nm (d) 140 nm

2.3 Optimization of dielectric layers thickness in cavities
Dielectric layers (silicon dioxide) in cavities are also significant in our structure. With
fixed thickness of layers: anti-reflection layer (d1 =120 nm), reflection layer (d4 = 40 nm),
and metal layers in cavities (d1 = (a) 5 nm, (b) 10 nm, (c) 15 nm, (d) 20 nm) we
calculated absorption for the proper dielectric thickness (d3). The absorptance curves
under normal incident light are drawn in Fig. 3.3. It can be shown clearly that thickness

15

of dielectric layers (silicon dioxide) in cavities are not as sensitive as the thickness of
metal layers in cavities for absorptance in the wavelength range 400 – 2500 nm. In range
of thickness 100 nm – 150 nm, dielectric layers (silicon dioxide) in cavities provided high
performance in absorptance.

Figure 3.3 2D plots of the calculated optical absorption versus wavelength and dielectric
layer (silicon dioxide) thickness with different metal layer (titanium) thickness (a) 8 nm
(b) 10 nm (c) 12 nm (d) 14 nm
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2.4 Optimization of reflection layer thickness
Reflection layer in the bottom of our device do not have much influence to optical
absorptance performance. Reflection layer has functions to reduce light transmission.
Thickness of reflection layer do not influence to absorption when it is enough thick.
Absorptance versus the thickness of bottom metal layer is show in Fig. 4 (a), with other
layers fixed: anti-reflection layer (d1 = 120 nm), dielectric layer (d4 = 40 nm), and metal
layers in cavities d1 = 12 nm. Fig. 3.4 shows that the spectra of absorptance do not change
with proper thickness of reflection layer (d4 = 40 nm). We use 40 nm thickness of
reflection layer as typical value to optimize other parameter.

2.5 Optimization of anti-reflection layer thickness in cavities
Another layer is the anti-reflection layer. The absorption versus thickness of top
dielectric layer is drawn in Fig. 3.5. By fixing thicknesses of other layers: reflection layer
(d4 = 40 nm), dielectric layer (d3 = 120 nm), and metal layers in cavities (d1 = 12 nm).
From this figure, by increasing the thickness of anti-reflection layer, the curve of
absorptance has better performance in long wavelength. For wavelength 400 nm – 2500
nm to have high absorption, the typical thickness of top dielectric layer is 120 nm. Then,
we have typical thicknesses for each layer: anti-reflection layer (d1 = 120 nm), metal
layers in cavities (d2 = 12 nm), dielectric layer (d3 = 120 nm), and (d4 = 40 nm).

17

Figure 3.4 Absorptance versus reflection layer thickness

Figure 3.5 Absorptance versus Anti-reflection layer thickness
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2.6 Verified fill factor and Cavity length
Optimized thickness of each layer to achieve the high performance, we verified all the
typical values by using fill factor and cavity length. Fill factor equals thickness of metal
layer in cavity over cavity length. From Fig. 3.2 and Fig.3.3, the performance is better
with metal layer thickness (d2 = 12 nm) and dielectric layer thickness (d3 = 120 nm) in
cavities. In this condition, our structures have a good absorptance performance with fill
factor 0.0909 and cavity length 132 nm. With fixed anti-reflection layer (d1 = 150 nm),
cavity length (T= 132 nm) and reflection layer (d4 = 40 nm), the absorptance versus fill
factor is shown in Fig.3.6 (a). It indicates that with fill factor (f = 0.0909), the devices
could have high percentage of absorptance in wavelength region (400 - 2500 nm).
Typical value of fill factor is 0.0909. By fixing fill factor (f = 0.0909), anti-reflection
layer (d1 = 150 nm) and reflection layer (d4 = 40 nm), absorptance versus cavity length is
shown in Fig. 3.6 (b). It shows cavity length (T = 132 nm) is a typical value to have good
absorptance performance.

19

Figure 3.6 Absorptnance versus (a) fill factor (b) cavity length

2.7 Spectrum of absorptance for best structure
The simulation result for absorption of a typical six-layer super wide-band solar light
absorber using cascade structure: [SiO2 150 nm/ Ti 12nm/ SiO2 120nm/ Ti 12nm/ SiO2
120nm/ Al 20nm] is shown in Fig. 3.8 (a) to achieve high absorption (>95%) over wide
band (700 nm- 2600 nm) by using simple structure and thin thickness.

2.8 Angle dependence for best structure
For above result, we assume all light in normal incidence case. Actually, incident light
has different angles. Also, for TE and TM wave, the reflection and transmission is not
exactly the same. The simulation results of different angle with TE and TM wave are
drawn in Fig. 3.7. It indicates that our device could achieve high absorption in both TE
and TM wave with different angle. The device is polarization independent.

20

Figure 3.7 2D plots of the calculated optical absorption versus wavelength and incident
angles with (a) TE wave and (b) TM wave.

2.9 Discussion for Number of Cavities
In this work, we have two cascade cavities: metal layer (Ti)/dielectric layer (SiO2).
Two cavities can achieve good performance. Higher number of cavities can increase
absorptance in long wavelength, but it cannot hold high percent of absorptance in the
short wavelength. For simplicity, in normal incidence case, by fixing thickness of each
layer: anti-reflection layer (d1 = 150 nm), fill factor (f = 0.0909) and cavity length (T =
120 nm the spectra of absorptance for different number of cavities (N = 1, 2, 3, 4) are
shown in Fig. 3.8 (b). For the number of unit cell is one, the curve have high absorptance
in the range of short wavelength (500 nm-1200 nm), but it cannot hold in longer
wavelength (1200 nm -2500 nm). For three or four unit cells, they do not provide good
performance in the range 1500 nm-2000 nm wavelength. The results indicate two cavities
can have better performance of absorptance in the range of 400 nm- 2500 nm wavelength.

21

Using two cascade cavities, we achieve to have high absorption as match to the main
wavelength range of solar light.

Figure 3.8 Spectra of absorptance with (a) Best structure, (b) different numbers of
cavities

3. Experimental Result
It is shown above in the simulation part that six-layer wide band absorber structure
[SiO2 120 nm/ Ti 12nm/ SiO2 120nm/ Ti 12nm/ SiO2 120nm/ Al 40nm] could have a
high absorption in wavelength 700 -2600 nm. The devices were fabricated on silicon
substrate by using a Denton sputter. First, the silicon substrate is cleaned by acetone.
Then it was used DI water followed with the nitrogen blow dry. Second, we deposited all
layers by sputter system. For our sputter condition, the Argon plasma pressure was 5 mTorr.
The deposition of metal, such as aluminum and titanium, was supplied by DC power with 200
watts. The deposition for dielectric material, like silicon dioxide, was supplied by RF power with
22

200 watts. We used 120 seconds pre-sputter time for metal and 180 seconds pre-sputter time for
silicon dioxide. The device was deposited layer by layer from bottom to top: Al (40nm)/SiO2
(120nm)/Ti (12 nm)/SiO2 (120 nm)/ Ti (12 nm)/SiO2 (120 nm).

After sputter, we measured the absorption of the device. For our device, it does not
have transmission. Thus we measured the reflectance of our device and compared with
the reflectance of a standard glass substrate which has 7% reflection in 400-1700
wavelength. In this way, we can achieve the measured absorption spectra for our device.
In Fig.3.9 (a), we compared the measurement with simulation result. Measured
absorption curve indicates that devices can achieve above 95% percent absorption in
super wide-wand wavelength. The result is even better than the simulation, because our
material has losses which could have more absorption. In Fig.3.9 (b), we show measured
absorptance with different number of cavities (1, 2, 3, 4). Two-period structure has better
absorption in 400 nm to 2500 nm wavelength range. Also, in Fig.3.9 (c), measured
absorption with different bottom metal layer thicknesses (20 nm, 40nm, 60 nm), which
indicate that bottom metal layer has no influence to the absorption. In Fig.3.9 (d),
measured absorption with different top dielectric layer (silicon dioxide) thicknesses are
used in the structures.
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Fig.3.9 Measured absorptance spectra of the fabricated devices compared with(a)
simulation result, (b) different number of cavities(1, 2, 3, 4), (c) different metal layer
thickness (8 nm, 10 nm, 12 nm), (d) different reflection layer thickness (20 nm, 40 nm, 60
nm)

4. Conclusion

We designed and fabricated the super wide-band solar light absorbers using
metal/dielectric layers structures based on Al bottom layer. Our devices achieve nearly
unit absorption from 400 nm to 2500nm solar spectral range. The wide-band absorbers
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are polarization independent and are intrinsically low cost. Also, the devices can absorb
large angles of incidence. Thus, the super wide-band solar light absorbers can be used for
solar absorber which can reach high absorption at both visible light and IR range (95% or
97% in sunlight).

For further discussion, I tried to increase the stability of our devices. While converting
the photon to thermal, the device temperature could increase to very high. In this case I
need the material have high melting point to make sure the device will work in high
temperature condition.

Aluminum has a low melting point, which is 1,221°F (660.3°C). It might be a problem
for our device as perfect solar light absorbers. I will replace the bottom layer and
optimized the other structures in Chapter IV.
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Chapter IV
Super Wide- band Solar Light Absorber Based on Ti/ SiO2 Only

1. Introduction
Super wide-band solar light absorbers use photon-thermal conversion. Due to the
theory, the melting point of the material should be considered. First, we tried to replace
the bottom reflection layer, because aluminum has a lower melting point than other
materials. Aluminum‟s melting point is 1,221°F (660.3°C). Ti has higher melting point,
which is 3,304°F (1,668°C). In this reason, we use Ti-Only for metal layers. And we still
use silicon dioxide, which have proper optical constant to match the phase and amplitude
of the solar wave. Ti/SiO2-Only devices are easily made in productive progress and also
low cost. Also, Ti/SiO2-Only devices have higher melting point, which means devices are
more stable when we convert photon energy to thermal energy.

2. Design and Structure
2.1 Structure of Ti/ SiO2 only devices
We designed and optimized Ti-Only devices to have high performance in the 400 nm
-2000 nm wavelength range as match to solar radiance spectrum. By properly choosing
the high-optically absorbing and high melting point material. We choose only one metal
material, which is Titanium, as metal layers. And we use silicon dioxide as our dielectric
layers, to match the phase and the amplitude for solar wave in thin film.
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Our structure is shown in figure 4.1, which can be achieved maximum absorption of
the solar energy in the main solar radiance spectrum region.

Anti-reflection layer

SiO2

Metal layer 1

Ti

Dielectric layer 1

SiO2

Metal layer 2

Ti

Dielectric layer 2

SiO2

Bottom reflection layer

Ti

Substrate

Silicon wafer

Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of super wide-band absorber structure based on Ti/SiO2

We designed a six layer structure based on Titanium/ Silicon dioxide only structure.
From the top to bottom layer, the first layer is anti-reflection layer (silicon dioxide). This
layer is used to protect the device to the variety of environment conditions and let the
solar light get through this layer and go in to the absorb layer (Titanium). The next four
layers are made by two cascade cavities. According to the simulation result, which is
based on the transfer matrix theory, calculated by Matlab software, for this Ti/ SiO2 only
structure, two cavities have the maximum absorption, is same as the device based on Al
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structure. However, two cavities is not always the best structure in other condition. We
will discuss another case in Chapter V. The last layer is the bottom reflection layer, which
is to reduce the transmission of the entire structure.

2.2 Optimization of metal layers thickness in cavities
The devices can be achieved high absorption in the 400 nm -2000 nm wavelength
range. For this structure, the key layer is the absorb titanium layer (metal layer) in the
cascade cavities. We optimized the metal layer thickness first to achieve the maximum
absorption.

We used transfer matrix theory to calculate absorptance of structure. The detailed
parameters of other layers are shown as follows: the top anti-reflection layer (SiO2 110
nm) is a type of optic coating to protect the device from variety environment and to
reduce refection; the second layer is our variable in this section, which is the key part of
the solar light absorber; the third layer is dielectric as a function of transparent layer
(SiO2 50-140 nm); and the fourth and fifth layer are the second cavity, which is the same
as the first cavity; the bottom reflection layer (Titanium 200 nm) is to reduce the
transmission.

We first simulated the absorption properties of six-layer structure film deposited on the
silicon substrate under the normal incident condition by MATLAB calculation based on
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the transfer matrix theory. As an important part of our multilayered thin film structure,
thickness of titanium in metal/dielectric cavities can be optimized to achieve high
performance of optical absorptance. For metal layers in cavities, by fixing other
thicknesses of layers: anti-reflection layer (d1 = 110 nm); reflection layer (aluminum)
thickness (d4 = 40 nm); and dielectric layers (silicon dioxide) in cavities (d3 = (a) 50 nm;
(b) 80 nm; (c) 110 nm; (d) 140 nm), the absorptance spectra of super wide-band absorbers
are shown in figure 2. All results are shown in the 400 nm- 2000 nm as match to solar
radiance spectrum. Calculations indicated metal layer in cavities using 5 - 20 nm have
superior performance than other thicknesses in 400 – 2000 nm wavelength region. It can
be seen from figure 2 that by increasing thickness of titanium from 0 nm to 10 nm, we
obtain higher and wider spectra of optical absorptance at 10 nm. And from 10 nm to 100
nm, spectra of absorptance become lower and narrower.

We also change the dielectric layer thickness to make sure we find the best parameter
for the metal layer in different dielectric layer thickness (a) 50nm (b) 80 nm (c) 110 nm
(d) 140 nm. And all figures are in 400-2500 region. We tried to optimize the thickness for
the region 400 nm -2000 nm. Not like the device in Chapter III, Al bottom device was
tried to get as wider as we could. For this device, we are more focused in the range of 400
nm -2000 nm as match to the solar radiance spectrum.
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Figure 4.2 2-D plots of Metal layer thickness and wavelength versusabsorptance with
different dielectric layer (a) 50 nm (b) 80 nm (c) 110 nm (d) 140 nm.

As shown in figure 4.2, metal layer is very critical in our device. We only have a
small range of thickness to achieve high performance of absorption. By increasing the
thickness of metal layer, we have better absorption in the range of 5 -20 nm. After 20 nm,
if we continue to increase the thickness of metal layer, the absorption will become lower.
We can see the difference of dielectric layer is moving the wave front to the longer
wavelength. Compared with different thickness of the dielectric layer, the range of the
metal layer thickness does not influence by changing thickness of dielectric layer. Also,
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we could see clearly 10 nm Ti is best for 400 nm -2000 nm wavelength range by figure
4.3. Thus, we have our key parameter: metal (Ti) layer thickness, which is 10 nm.

2.3 Optimization of dielectric layers thickness in cavities
The cavity is consisted of two layers. One is metal layer, which has function to absorb
the solar energy. We did optimize metal layer thickness in the last section. The other layer
is dielectric layer, which is to perform the phase and amplitude matching the function.
Dielectric/metal is silicon dioxide, which have the proper optical constant and thickness
to match the phase and amplitude of solar wave.

In this section, we will use transfer matrix theory to optimize the dielectric layer
thickness. Calculated spectra of optical absorptance were at normal incidence using
transfer matrix theory with different thicknesses of metal layers (d2 = (a) 5 nm; (b) 10 nm;
(c) 15 nm; (d) 20 nm), shown in figure 3. Other layers thicknesses were fixed:
anti-reflection layer (silicon dioxide d1 = 110 nm); reflection layer (aluminum d4 = 40
nm). Simulation results indicated that increasing thickness of silicon dioxide from 0 nm
to 110 nm, perfect light optical absorptance region became wider from 0.6 -1.0 micron to
0.4- 2.5 micron. From 110 nm to 200 nm, the optical absorptance decreased in short
wavelength region (0.4 -0.5 micron). Compared figure 3 (a)-(d), these figures verify that
thickness of metal layer is more critical to optical absorptance performance and 10 nm
thickness of titanium with 110 nm thickness of silicon dioxide in metal/dielectric cavities
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achieve the maximum optical absorptance in solar light spectrum region.

Figure 4.3 2-D plots of dielectric layer thickness and wavelength versus absorptance with
different metal layer thickness (a) 5 nm; (b) 10 nm; (c) 15 nm; (d) 20 nm.

As shown in figure 4.3, the different metal thicknesses determine the wave front most.
Like we mentioned in the section 2.3 in this Chapter, metal layer thickness (Titanium) has
the best value, which is 10 nm. And by increasing the dielectric layer thickness, we see
that the wave have a sharp obviously decrease around 110 nm in the short wavelength. In
order to have the maximum absorption in the 400 nm - 2000 nm wavelength region, we
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chose 110 nm as the typical thickness of dielectric layer.

2.4 Optimization of anti-reflection layer and anti-reflection thickness
From the top down the bottom, we have anti-reflection layer, two cavities and
reflection layer. Three parts of the device combine together to achieve the high absorption
in the solar radiance wavelength region. We determined the metal layer thickness in
section 2.2 and dielectric layer thickness in section 2.3. In this section, we will simulate
the reflection layer and anti reflection layer, respectively. And the best structure can be
determined after we have all the proper thickness for our structure.

We used transfer matrix theory to optimize the reflection layer thickness. Fixed other
layers thickness, as mentioned above: Antireflection layer (SiO2 110 nm), anti-reflection
layer (SiO2 110 nm), metal layer (Ti 10 nm) and reflection layer thickness is our variable.
Figure 4.4 (a) shows the reflection layer and wavelength versus absorptance.
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Figure 4.4 2-D plots of (a) reflection layer thickness (b) anti-reflection layer thickness
and wavelength versus absorptance

Anti-reflection (AR) coating had been used in the structure of dielectric/metal stacks to
reduce the optical reflectance and protect device from various environment. AR coating
enlarged the spectrum window to obtain wider perfect absorptance region. Figure 4.4(a)
indicated the perfect light spectra of absorptance by increasing thickness of
anti-reflection layer achieve wider from 0 nm to 150 nm. However, beginning from 110
nm to 200 nm, the absorptance in short wavelength (0.4 micron -1.0 micron) decreased.
110 nm thickness of AR coating was the maximum value to keep superior performance of
absorptance in short wavelength.

Also, we used the same method to optimize the reflection layer thickness. Fixed other
parameters: reflection layer (Ti 200 nm), anti-reflection layer (SiO2 110 nm), metal layer
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(Ti 10 nm) and anti-reflection layer thickness is our variable now. Figure 4.4 (b) shows
the reflection layer and wavelength versus absorptance. In figure 4.4 (b), we could
determine the anti-reflection layer as 110 nm, which can perform good absorptance in the
solar wavelength region.

At the bottom of super wide-band structure, a metal layer called reflection was to
reduce the transmission. Figure 4.4(b) indicated that although the thicknesses of
reflection layer do not change performance of optical absorptance dramatically, enough
thick of this layer can improve absorptance. Increasing the thickness of reflection layer
from 0 to 150 nm, the calculated results have wider perfect absorptance region. From 150
nm to 200 nm thicknesses of reflection layer, the absorptance increased slightly. And the
performance of absorptance almost does not change if continuing increasing the thickness
to 300 nm. The 200 nm thickness of titanium reduced transmission to 0.0034% calculated
by using transfer matrix method, which achieve maximum absorptance by reducing
transmission. The proper thickness of reflection layer is 200 nm.

2.5 Spectra of absorptance for best structure
After several discussions to optimize the six layers super wide-band solar light
absorber, we have all the proper thickness for this Ti/SiO2 only structure. From top down
to bottom, we have anti-reflection layer (110 nm); two cavities (Ti 10 nm/ SiO2 110 nm);
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reflection layer (Ti 200 nm).Spectrum in solar wavelength region of best structure is
shown in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Simulated data absorptance of the best structure for Ti/SiO2 only
structure on the Si substrate in solar wavelength region at normal incidence

As shown in figure 4.5, we achieved high performance of absorption by the six-layer
super wide band solar absorber based on just two materials Titanium and Silicon dioxide.
Absorptance is higher than 95 percent at normal incidence in the 400 nm – 2000 nm
wavelength region, which achieves our goal using Ti/ SiO2 only structure as perfect solar
light absorber.

2.6 Angle dependence for the best structure.
We already discussed that our best structure has good performance at normal
incidence. However, in most case, sun light does not directly project on film. We need to
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consider the various incident angles. In order to use Ti/ SiO2 only structure as solar cell,
we should consider the angle dependence for TE wave and TM wave, respectively.

We used transfer matrix theory to simulate various angles for both TE wave and TM
wave. Fixed all layers thicknesses, we set incident angle as variable. Figure 4.6 shows the
2-D plots of incident angle and wavelength versus absorptance for (a) TE wave; (b) TM
wave. It can be clearly seen that we could achieve high absorptance in a very large range
of incident angles for both TE and TM wave.

Figure 4.6 2-D plots of incident angle and wavelength versus absorptance for (a) TE
wave; (b) TM wave

2.7 Discussion about the number of cavities
In our Ti/ SiO2 only structure, we used two cavities to achieve high absorption. In this
section, we will discuss the performance for different number of cavities. As shown in
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figure 4.7, we can tell that after two cavities, the absorption could not get better in the
400 nm -2000 nm for our structure. Also, in figure 4.8, we simulated the spectral of
absorption for number of cavities 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. We can tell that when the
number of cavities is two, we have better absorption in the long wavelength. If we keep
increasing the number of cavities, we could not achieve better performance, which is
shown in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.7 2-D plot of number of cavities and wavelength versus absorptance
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Figure 4.8 Calculated spectra of optical absorptance with different number of
cavities 1, 2, 3, 4

Figure 4.9 Calculated spectrum of absorptance with different number of cavities 6-10.
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2.8 Difference between Aluminum bottom layer structure and Ti/SiO2 only
structure.
Solar light absorber with Ti/SiO2 only structure has good performance of absorption
and high melting point by replacing Aluminum with Titanium. Compared to the Al
bottom layer structure solar light absorber, the performances of absorption for these two
types of absorbers are nearly the same as shown in Figure 4.10. However, we can also tell
from the figure 4.10 that to achieve the same performance of absorptance, the Ti/ SiO2
only structure is thicker than Al bottom layer structure. We need at least 200 nm thickness
of titanium layer to achieve maximum absorption in Ti/ SiO2 only structure. However,
when using aluminum as bottom metal reflection layer, we just need 20 nm thickness of
Aluminum. Thus, these two type of solar light have advantages. For Ti/ SiO2 only
structure, we have higher melting point, which means the device can work well in high
temperature condition. For Al based structure, we have thinner device, which will be
easier made in the productive progress.
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Figure 4.10 Calculated Spectra of optical absorptance with reflection layer thickness of
Al 20 nm & Ti 200 nm.

3. Experiment result
To fabricate the six-layer solar light absorber, we used Denton sputter. We first cut
the Silicon wafer into small square pieces for deposition. Our sputter was under the
condition: 5m Torr argon pressure.

3.1 Experiment result of different metal layer thickness
We deposited a 200 nm titanium film on the square pieces silicon wafer by using DC
power 200 watts. The pre-sputter time was 120 seconds for metal material. Titanium
sputter rate is 0.019 nm/ s. It took 1681 seconds to finish bottom titanium layer. Then we
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deposited 110 nm on this film by using RF power 200 watts during the sputter. The
pre-sputter time was 180 seconds for dielectric material. Deposition rate of silicon
dioxide is 0.059nm/s. It took 1864 seconds to deposit the dielectric layer in cavities. After
that, we deposited different thickness of metal layer (a) 5 nm (b) 10 nm (c) 15 nm (d) 20
nm, respectively. The sputter time of these layers were 42/ 84 /126/ 168 seconds. Then,
another cavity (SiO2/Ti) need to be deposit on the film. We deposit anti-reflection layer
(SiO2) on the top of this film. Figure 4.11 was a photo taken under fluorescent ambient
light illumination. The different colors can be seen by eyes. The different thicknesses of
titanium are shown in figure 4.11. Different colors can be seen for different thickness of
devices. For 5 nm, 15 nm and 20 nm, these devices have blue colors. Pure black is seen
only for titanium thickness 20 nm.

Optical reflectance spectra of the fabricated devices were measured with one beam
splitter, two optical spectrometers with two wavelength regions (200 nm – 900 nm; 880
nm – 1769 nm) and an unpolarized broadband light source. The optical reflectance is
obtained by normalizing the reflection from the device to the reflection from a glass
wafer. The reflectance is 7 % for a glass wafer as our reference to obtain the optical
reflectance and absorptance spectra for our devices.
Figure 4.12 shows the measured optical reflectance spectra with different
thicknesses of devices from 5 nm to 20 nm. The thickness of titanium is 10 nm to achieve
maximum optical absorptance. The optical absorptance is more than 95 % in 0.4 – 1.7
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micron wavelength region.

Figure 4.11 Photo of device with different metal layer thickness

Figure 4.12 Measured spectra of absorptance for measurement results with different
metal layer thickness
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3.2 Experiment results for different dielectric layer thickness
In this progress, we deposited metal layer thickness as 10 nm and dielectric layer
thickness as (a) 50 nm (b) 80 nm (c) 110 nm (d) 140 nm, respectively, which took 847/
1356/ 1864/ 2373 seconds. Figure 4.13 shows the picture of these four devices. The
devices are measured by the same method as mentioned above. Figure 4.14 shows
experimental result.

The thicknesses of dielectric layer do not have much influence to the value of optical
absorptance. To obtain maximum optical absorptance in solar wavelength region, we can
see from figure 4.14 that 110 nm dielectric layer thickness have better optical absorptance
performance in this wavelength region.

Figure 4.13 Photo of devices with different dielectric layer thickness
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Figure 4.14 Spectrum of absorptance for measurement results with different dielectric
layer thickness

3.3 Experiment results for different anti-reflection layer thickness
In this part of experiment, we deposit reflection layer (titanium 200 nm)/ two cavities
(SiO2 110nm/ Ti 10 nm/ SiO2 110nm/ Ti 10 nm). Then we deposit different thicknesses of
anti-reflection layer (a) 50 nm (b) 80nm (c) 110 nm (d) 140 nm, respectively. Figure 4.15
was shown below. Measured by the same method, figure 4.16 shows experimental result.
Experiment result show that 110 nm thickness of anti-reflection coating layer have better
absorption in this wavelength region.
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Figure 4.15 Photo of devices with different anti-reflection layer thickness

Figure 4.16 Spectrum of absorptance for measurement results with different
anti-reflection layer thickness

3.4 Experiment results for different number of cavities
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We deposit different number of cavities n=1, n=2, n=3, n=4 respectively. Photos are
shown in figure 4.17. Devices are all black color. Also, the devices were measured, which
is shown by figure 4.18. It indicates that two cavities structure film has maximum optical
absorptance in these four devices.

Figure 4.17 Photo of devices with different number of cavities.

Figure 4.18 Spectrum of absorptance for measurement results with different number
of cavities.
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4. Conclusion
We designed and fabricated a six-layer super wide-band solar light absorber based
on Ti/SiO2-Only. The six-layer structure can achieve high absorption in the 400 nm
-2000 nm wavelength region. Absorptance can be higher than 95 percent in the solar
radiance wavelength. The devices are easily made in productive progress and also low
cost. Also, Ti/SiO2-Only devices have higher melting point, which means devices are
more stable when we convert photon energy to thermal energy.
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Chapter V
Super Wide- band Solar Light Absorber Based on Tungsten

1. Introduction
We discussed two types of solar light absorber in Chapter III and Chapter IV. For the
basic idea to replace aluminum, we used titanium to increase the stability under high
temperature condition. From this point view, we still have some materials have good
optical constant and high melting point. Tungsten has even higher melting point, which is
6,191°F (3,422°C). We used tungsten as absorber metal material in this type of solar light
absorber. In Chapter IV, we discussed the number of (Ti/ SiO2) cavities. For Ti/ SiO2 only
structure, increasing the number of cavities cannot achieve better performance of
absorptance. But in this case, two cavities is not enough to achieve maximum absorption
in 400 nm -2000 nm wavelength region. The number of cavities is the key parameter in
this Chapter.

2. Design and Simulation
2.1 Number of cavities for solar light absorber based on tungsten
We designed and optimized the third type of super wide-band solar light absorber
based on tungsten. For this type of absorber, we used tungsten as metal layer and
silicon dioxide as dielectric layer. First, we determined the number of cavities that we
should choose to achieve the maximum absorption. Fixed other parameter: metal layer
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tungsten (W), which is 4 nm; dielectric layer is silicon dioxide (SiO2) 100 nm;
Anti-reflection layer (silicon dioxide) is 100 nm; the reflection layer (tungsten) is 40
nm, we changed the number of cavities.

Figure 5.1 indicates that increasing number of cavities will stable the wave front. It
becomes better performance of absorption in the 400 nm -2000 nm wavelength region.
We used seven cavities to simplify the progress of fabrication. Also, seven layers is
enough number of cavities to achieve maximum absorptance. Larger number of cavities
cannot improve the performance significantly. Thus we choose seven cavities for super
wide-band absorber based on tungsten. Figure 5.2 shows the structure of seven cavities
absorber.
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Figure 5.1 2-D plot of number of cavities and wavelength versus absorptance

Anti-reflection

SiO2

110 nm

Seven cascade cavities

(W 4 nm/SiO2 100 nm)*7

Reflection

W 40 nm

Substrate

Silicon wafer

Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of seven cavities absorber based on tungsten

2.2 Optimization of metal layer thickness
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Metal layer is also significant important. We optimized metal layer thickness in this
section. We can see from figure 5.3 that absorption is nearly unit when the thickness of
tungsten layer is very thin (less than 10 nm).

The device achieves maximum absorption

when the thickness of tungsten layer is 4 nm. We used 4 nm thickness of tungsten in the
best structure.

Figure 5.3 2-D plot of metal layer thickness and wavelength versus absorptance

2.3 Optimized dielectric layer thickness
In cavities, another important layer is silicon dioxide. We fixed all the thicknesses
of other layers. Figure 5.4 indicates that the thickness of silicon dioxide have influence
on the absorption region. When dielectric layer is thin, our absorber cannot absorber the
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energy in long wavelength. However, increasing the thickness over 130 nm decreases the
absorption in the short wavelength region. We chose 100 nm thickness of silicon dioxide
to optimized absorption in 400 nm -2000 nm wavelength range.

Figure 5.4 2-D plots of dielectric layer thickness and wavelength versus absorptance

2.4 Optimized anti-reflection layer thickness
Anti-reflection layer is always a limit of the wide width in solar absorber. For our
structure, we used 110 nm to achieve the maximum absorption in solar light wavelength
region. Figure 5.5 shows the 2-D plot of anti-reflection layer thickness and wavelength
versus absorptance. We can see from it that 110 nm anti-reflection layer gives us good
performance in our wavelength region.
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Figure 5.5 2-D plot of anti-reflection layer thickness and wavelength versus absorptance

2.5 Optimized reflection layer thickness
Reflection layer is not the key parameter for absorption. However, it can improve
absorption by reducing transmission. Figure 5.6 indicates that having a reflection layer
increases the absorption. When the reflection layer is enough thick, in this case, 40 nm, it
cannot further improve the performance of reflection layer. Thus, we optimized the
thickness of reflection layer (tungsten) as 40 nm.
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Figure 5.6 2-D plots of reflection layer thickness and wavelength versus absorptance

2.6 Spectrum of absorption for best structure
We optimized all the thicknesses for each layer. From top down to the bottom, we
have an anti-reflection (silicon dioxide) layer first, which is 110 nm; and our seven
cavities, which are consist of 4 nm tungsten layer and 100 nm silicon dioxide layer in
each unit cavity; the last layer is 40 nm reflection layer made by tungsten, to reduce the
transmission for the entire device.

Figure 5.7 shows the spectrum of absorption for our optimized device. It can be seen
that our device achieve very high performance of absorption, which is nearly unit in 400
nm -2000 nm as match to the solar radiance at normal incidence.
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Figure 5.7 Calculated spectra of absorptance for best structure based on tungsten at
normal incidence

3. Conclusion
We designed a multi-layer structure as super wide-band absorber based on tungsten.
The devices can achieve high absorption, which is nearly unit, in the 400 nm- 2000 nm
wavelength region as match to the solar radiance. Also, tungsten has very high melting
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point, which make the devices is stable under high temperature condition. It has almost
100 percent absorption and low cost. However, it has seven cavities in this structure. It
could be difficult to deposited, compared to the Al bottom layer structure and the Ti/ SiO2
only structure.
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Chapter VI
Summary

Super wide-band perfect solar light absorbers were designed and fabricated based on
un-patterned metal-dielectric thin film layer structures. In this thesis, we have discussed
about 3 types of super wide-band solar light absorber based on cascade cavities.
All types of perfect absorbers are based on multi-layers structure. The devices can
efficiently absorb solar light within a wide spectrum of the solar radiations. Calculations
were carried out to simulate the absorption in the structures by using the transfer matrix
approach for different metal-dielectric layer thicknesses.
Devices of first type absorbers are based on the aluminum reflection layer structure.
Although this structure can achieve high performance over a wide spectral range,
aluminum has a lower melting point. While photon energy converts to thermal energy, the
temperature can increase to high level. Thus, the first type absorbers are not stable under
the high temperature condition.
For second type absorbers, they are only based on titanium and silicon dioxide. We
used titanium replace aluminum to increase the stability under high temperature condition.
However, titanium is not a good reflective material. In order to achieve the function of
reflection layer, which is to reduce to transmission, we use 200 nm thickness titanium to
replace 20 nm thickness aluminum.
The Third type absorbs are based on tungsten. Tungsten has a very high melting point.
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However, we cannot achieve high absorption by two cavities. We used seven cavities to
increase the performance of absorption and the devices reach nearly unit absorption by
increasing the number of cavities. But using tungsten as absorb material cannot achieve
absorption as wide as using titanium as absorb material.
All types of absorbers achieve high performance over a wide spectral range. And
The absorption of devices do not change much viewing from large angles with respect to
the surface normal super wide-band absorbers are low cost and polarization independent
with un-patterned metal-dielectric layer structure. All three types of absorbers can be
used as good solar light perfect absorbers.
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Appendix A
Refractive index of titanium used in MATLAB simulation
wavelength (micron) n
0.40 1.71
0.42 1.73
0.44 1.89
0.46 1.92
0.48 2.03
0.50 2.10
0.52 2.19
0.54 2.22
0.56 2.27
0.57 2.31
0.59 2.36
0.61 2.42
0.635 2.49
0.655 2.55
0.675 2.60
0.70 2.67
0.72 2.73
0.74 2.78
0.765 2.83
0.785 2.91
0.810 2.98
0.830 3.06
0.855 3.13
0.875 3.18
0.895 3.24
0.92 3.30
0.94 3.34
0.96 3.40
0.98 3.42
1.2
3.30
1.5
3.54
1.8
3.89
2.0
4.03
2.25 4.02
2.5
3.96
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k
2.23
2.44
2.59
2.67
2.77
2.82
2.88
2.91
2.94
2.98
3.00
3.04
3.11
3.15
3.17
3.20
3.22
3.23
3.30
3.34
3.40
3.44
3.49
3.51
3.51
3.54
3.55
3.55
3.58
3.70
4.00
4.29
4.47
4.52
4.60

Appendix B
Refractive index of silicon dioxide used in MATLAB simulation
wavelength (micron)
n
0.3850
1.4718556531995
0.4200
1.4680936900401
0.4550
1.46519309996
0.4900
1.4628966820387
0.5250
1.4610366660574
0.5600
1.4594995356592
0.5950
1.458206104926
0.6300
1.4570996888769
0.6650
1.4561387969803
0.7000
1.4552924662623
0.7350
1.454537192876
0.7700
1.4538548630589
0.8050
1.4532313266004
0.8400
1.4526553936728
0.8750
1.4521181167939
0.9100
1.451612268629
0.9450
1.4511319566977
0.9800
1.4506723353353
1.015 1.4502293877559
1.050 1.4497997593263
1.085 1.4493806287126
1.120 1.4489696073537
1.155 1.4485646603469
1.190 1.4481640436751
1.225 1.4477662540207
1.260 1.4473699883562
1.295 1.4469741111889
1.330 1.4465776278426
1.365 1.4461796625343
1.400 1.4457794402848
1.435 1.4453762719132
1.470 1.4449695415266
1.505 1.4445586960405
1.540 1.4441432363602
1.575 1.4437227099274
1.610 1.4432967043935
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1.645 1.4428648422301
1.680 1.4424267761167
1.715 1.4419821849822
1.750 1.4415307705927
1.785 1.4410722546016
1.820 1.4406063759896
1.855 1.440132888836
1.890 1.4396515603723
1.925 1.4391621692763
1.960 1.438664504173
1.995 1.438158362312
2.030 1.4376435483981
2.065 1.4371198735528
2.100 1.4365871543902
2.135 1.4360452121918
2.170 1.435493872166
2.205 1.4349329627838
2.240 1.4343623151781
2.275 1.4337817626007
2.310 1.4331911399286
2.345 1.4325902832137
2.380 1.431979029271
2.415 1.4313572152994
2.450 1.4307246785328
2.485 1.4300812559156
2.520
1.4294267838019

Appendix C
Refractive index of tungsten used in MALAB simulation
wavelength (micron)
n
0.407401717548 3.25169110894
0.415871341306 3.26336449466
0.42451704318 3.27536991816
0.433342483722 3.2879124779
0.442351399584 3.3011883571
0.451547605104 3.31537577988
0.460934993913 3.33062515059
0.470517540592 3.34704902696

k
2.54503818979
2.55460909889
2.56577453224
2.57843486946
2.59244935177
2.60763503998
2.62376801423
2.64058715097
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0.480299302349
0.49028442074
0.50047712342
0.510881725935
0.521502633549
0.532344343107
0.543411444943
0.554708624818
0.56624066591
0.578012450835
0.590028963715
0.602295292289
0.614816630068
0.627598278532
0.640645649374
0.653964266795
0.667559769839
0.681437914784
0.695604577575
0.710065756315
0.724827573806
0.739896280135
0.755278255329
0.770980012047
0.787008198346
0.803369600489
0.820071145824
0.837119905712
0.854523098523
0.872288092693
0.890422409845
0.908933727968
0.927829884674
0.947118880514
0.966808882365
0.986908226887
1.00742542406
1.02836916076
1.0497483045
1.07157190709
1.09384920857

3.36471270397
3.38362622295
3.40373855066
3.42493450228
3.44703473246
3.46979883026
3.49293127082
3.51608973966
3.53889518141
3.56094284712
3.58181361853
3.60108496073
3.61834097594
3.63318117868
3.64522776817
3.65413132165
3.65957496447
3.66127718339
3.65899353996
3.65251761302
3.64168155968
3.62635673879
3.60645489838
3.58193049684
3.55278481426
3.51907262189
3.48091231629
3.43850058475
3.39213282739
3.34223066698
3.28937781789
3.23436514545
3.17824452637
3.1223884244
3.06854686153
3.01888448548
2.97596746147
2.9426561995
2.92185523741
2.91609135207
2.9269458807

2.65780058945
2.67509472969
2.69214532707
2.70863001172
2.72424140206
2.73869992633
2.75176551748
2.76324749066
2.77301212014
2.78098766846
2.78716685262
2.79160693351
2.79442776983
2.79580827978
2.79598180496
2.79523087784
2.79388186687
2.79229992294
2.79088458575
2.79006633756
2.79030431843
2.79208534369
2.79592428898
2.80236582471
2.81198737876
2.82540306569
2.84326811471
2.86628301668
2.8951961347
2.93080280381
2.9739378821
3.02545719294
3.08620123656
3.15693204248
3.23823169401
3.33035067565
3.43299953754
3.54509397635
3.66449518438
3.78782875449
3.91049512467
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1.11658964103
1.13980283269
1.16349861191
1.18768701137
1.21237827235
1.237582849
1.26331141285
1.28957485725
1.31638430203
1.34375109819
1.37168683271
1.40020333347
1.42931267422
1.45902717974
1.48935943101
1.52032227059
1.55192880799
1.58419242529
1.61712678277
1.65074582469
1.6850637852
1.72009519439
1.75585488439
1.7923579957
1.82961998359
1.86765662461
1.90648402331
1.94611861905
1.98657719294
2.02787687497
2.07003515123
2.11306987137
2.15699925609
2.2018419049
2.24761680399
2.29434333425
2.34204127949
2.39073083481
2.44043261516
2.49116766405
2.54295746248

2.95444639702
2.99658802606
3.04916120614
3.10599428928
3.15960234233
3.20211834863
3.22631349491
3.22650738206
3.19921754931
3.14347368137
3.060794331
2.95487123563
2.83102509133
2.69550308591
2.55470522943
2.41445766368
2.27946715211
2.15305349982
2.03716801939
1.93261820646
1.83938205303
1.75691459827
1.6843937693
1.62089208885
1.5654834267
1.51730173524
1.47556809733
1.439598686
1.40880223052
1.38267237903
1.36077811344
1.34275393987
1.32829071361
1.31712746182
1.30904429822
1.30385638799
1.30140886027
1.30157254557
1.3042404162
1.30932461804
1.31675399592

4.02697160267
4.13143401357
4.21861546049
4.28472169773
4.32818519966
4.35007827378
4.35409851988
4.34614784907
4.33361143758
4.3244837398
4.32648450688
4.34627609917
4.3888592813
4.45720513216
4.55217008767
4.67271291201
4.81636822008
4.97985465068
5.1596610578
5.35248928495
5.5555091289
5.76644904927
5.98357748638
6.20562876688
6.4317118751
6.66122349707
6.89377447483
7.12913168963
7.36717402123
7.60785985459
7.85120351838
8.09725839277
8.34610488997
8.59784194733
8.85258103216
9.11044193407
9.37154982631
9.63603322666
9.90402259559
10.1756493855
10.4510454084
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Appendix D
Refractive index of aluminum used in MATLAB simulation
wavelength (micron)
n
k
0.407401717548 0.486212467254 4.80129558656
0.415871341306 0.510671770022 4.90267963255
0.42451704318 0.536459164782 5.00545377803
0.433342483722 0.563596802793 5.10955889075
0.442351399584 0.592093644475 5.21493193877
0.451547605104 0.621943229657 5.32150881124
0.460934993913 0.653121812831 5.4292281021
0.470517540592 0.685587146407 5.53803591403
0.480299302349 0.719278240973 5.64789168451
0.49028442074 0.754116467921 5.75877496865
0.50047712342 0.790008396569 5.87069304304
0.510881725935 0.826850779326 5.98368912413
0.521502633549 0.864538124501 6.09785093007
0.532344343107 0.902973343951 6.21331925589
0.543411444943 0.942082056657 6.33029617015
0.554708624818 0.981831304254 6.4490523562
0.56624066591 1.02225373683 6.56993296731
0.578012450835 1.06347881745 6.69336105689
0.590028963715 1.1057733467 6.81983702415
0.602295292289 1.14959470086 6.94993128614
0.614816630068 1.19566164222 7.08426499818
0.627598278532 1.24504922419 7.22346907649
0.640645649374 1.29931534855 7.36810319041
0.653964266795 1.36066421788 7.51850073134
0.667559769839 1.43213865299 7.67447901036
0.681437914784 1.51779027773 7.83481498635
0.695604577575 1.62266619156 7.99635410453
0.710065756315 1.75222713279 8.15267647823
0.724827573806 1.91052144009 8.29259788304
0.739896280135 2.09647891709 8.39965903025
0.755278255329 2.29890388833 8.4547767539
0.770980012047 2.49334714318 8.44368443416
0.787008198346 2.64561743502 8.36704341358
0.803369600489 2.72349127944 8.24645006553
0.820071145824 2.71103705761 8.11992069579
0.837119905712 2.61596564261 8.02772059943
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0.854523098523 2.46478082946
0.872288092693 2.28972164363
0.890422409845 2.11679793746
0.908933727968 1.96100825745
0.927829884674 1.8278962783
0.947118880514 1.71735276624
0.966808882365 1.62680472747
0.986908226887 1.55306618966
1.00742542406 1.49316794145
1.02836916076 1.44462731533
1.0497483045 1.40546877376
1.07157190709 1.37415565333
1.09384920857 1.34950329164
1.11658964103 1.33059968936
1.13980283269 1.31674085707
1.16349861191 1.3073807396
1.18768701137 1.30209335641
1.21237827235 1.30054448596
1.237582849
1.30247056289
1.26331141285 1.30766293993
1.28957485725 1.31595611267
1.31638430203 1.32721886693
1.34375109819 1.34134758426
1.37168683271 1.35826114602
1.40020333347 1.37789702659
1.42931267422 1.40020827547
1.45902717974 1.42516116713
1.48935943101 1.45273335536
1.52032227059 1.48291241079
1.55192880799 1.51569465093
1.58419242529 1.55108419495
1.61712678277 1.58909219173
1.65074582469 1.62973618228
1.6850637852 1.6730395668
1.72009519439 1.71903115353
1.75585488439 1.76774477148
1.7923579957 1.81921893348
1.82961998359 1.87349653834
1.86765662461 1.93062460372
1.90648402331 1.99065402252
1.94611861905 2.0536393373

7.99728212025
8.03655549328
8.13783713444
8.28647676114
8.46796644208
8.67111122492
8.88837171746
9.11507096386
9.34846325893
9.58700960496
9.82989388106
10.0767222422
10.3273430211
10.5817408634
10.8399752049
11.1021448578
11.3683678742
11.6387703118
11.9134801698
12.1926243006
12.4763270151
12.7647096249
13.0578904823
13.3559852631
13.6591073453
13.9673682052
14.2808777875
14.59974483
14.9240771363
15.2539817956
15.5895653531
15.9309339374
16.2781933486
16.6314491137
16.9908065152
17.356370595
17.7282461402
18.1065376524
18.4913493038
18.8827848838
19.2809477359
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1.98657719294
2.02787687497
2.07003515123
2.11306987137
2.15699925609
2.2018419049
2.24761680399
2.29434333425
2.34204127949
2.39073083481
2.44043261516
2.49116766405
2.54295746248

2.11963852802
2.18871280917
2.26092643313
2.33634649686
2.41504274957
2.49708739927
2.58255491623
2.67152183188
2.76406653149
2.86026903944
2.96021079591
3.06397442393
3.17164348604

19.6859406885
20.0978659816
20.5168251881
20.9429191351
21.3762478222
21.8169103416
22.2650047988
22.7206282364
23.1838765617
23.6548444798
24.1336254333
24.6203115503
25.114993603
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